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ABSTRACT
Information retrieval (IR) has a large literature on evaluation, dating
back decades and forming a central part of the research culture. The
largest proportion of this literature discusses techniques to turn a
sequence of relevance labels into a single number, reflecting the
system’s performance: precision or cumulative gain, for example, or
dozens of alternatives. Those techniques—metrics—are themselves
evaluated, commonly by reference to sensitivity and validity.

In our experience measuring search in industrial settings, a mea-
surement regime needs many other qualities to be practical. For
example, we must also consider howmuch a metric costs; how ro-
bust it is to the happenstance of sampling; whether it is debuggable;
and what activities are incentivised when a metric is taken as a goal.

In this perspective paper we discuss what makes a search metric
successful in large-scale settings, including factors which are not of-
ten canvassed in IR research but which are important in “real-world”
use. We illustrate this with examples, including from industrial set-
tings, and offer suggestions for metrics as part of a working system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval (IR) research has a strong tradition of shared
metrics and careful measurement to distinguish a good from a bad
system or tomeasure improvement over time [79, 89].More recently,
suchmetricshavealsobeenoptimisation targets formachine-learned
rankers and other IR components.

In either use, differentiating a better from a worse systemmeans
committing to some mechanism for measurement. It also means en-
gagingwith broad questions about the quality and relevance of infor-
mation. Choosing a metric locks in one’s definition of a good system
and in so doing embeds certain costs, risks, and biases.We argue that
choosing a definition of quality can have repercussions not only for
systems, but also for the organisations that build andmaintain them.

There are ways ametric itself can succeed or fail that are not obvi-
ous. In this paper,we discuss the design and selection ofmetrics from
our experience in large-scale industrial settings,with an emphasis on
Cranfield-style or “offline” measurement of effectiveness. We touch
upon statistical properties that a metric might have, but give greater
emphasis to other properties not often discussed in the IR literature.

A note on context. The observations and anecdotes below are
colouredbyourbackgrounds.Weeachhaveanacademicbackground,
mostly (but not entirely) in information retrieval, and in our aca-
demic work, we make heavy use of conventional offline metrics and
tools such as TREC collections (indeed, we have managed several
TREC tracks and data releases). Our background is also in large in-
dustrial settings, working in teams that develop and maintain core
web searchmetrics; help design and interpret metrics for other more
special-case webmeasurement problems; and advise on search prob-
lems in enterprise settings, againwith a view ofmeasurement across
the organisation. The notes that followmay not capturewhat ismost
useful in other settings: however, we believe most of these consid-
erations need to be addressed in all large-scale search applications.

1.1 Whymeasure information retrieval?
There are at least three reasons we might be interested in a repro-
ducible, well-defined measure of search quality.

Demonstrating value. The most obvious is to demonstrate value:
that is, to show that someone would value what we have built. One
measure here is income—if someone is paying for search, they likely
value it—but this is a loose proxy at best. Usage is somewhat more
connected with value, but still many steps removed from the choices
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made in building an information system.Ameasure of search quality
can more directly demonstrate the value, especially the value of an
incremental change to a system and/or an innovative research idea.

The simplest way to demonstrate value is with a point measure,
giving some sort of indication of how valuable a particular system
might be in a particular circumstance. Such a measure could say “if
we bought this system, staff could find what they need 80% of the
time”; or “this algorithm ranks 1B web pages in 0.1 s”. As well as
these point measures, we might be tracking a system over time: for
example we might care about how search engines cover evolving
topics, or whether the systemwe’re building is improving as time
goes on, or whether searcher behaviours are changing as devices
change. Validity and stability are important in this case—we need to
measure something real, and any variation should be due to changes
in the rankings not due to measurement noise.

Point measures such as these are also used to gather data for ma-
chine learning algorithms, either for training or to evaluate a learned
model. Volume is important here, as is adequate representation of
many classes and corner cases.

Motivating improvement. Once we can talk about value, a second
reason to measure is to motivate improvement. By measuring a con-
crete notion of value, we define what is important; by rewarding
improvements on a concrete metric, we drive improvement on those
things the metric measures. For example, TREC has historically re-
warded systems that return on-topic documents, but not systems
that account for reading level or credibility, the result in that forum
has been improvedmodels of topicality, but little work on credibility.
This suggestsmore than onemetricmay be needed formost systems,
as (for example) we can’t use a measure of topicality to motivate
improvements from a UI design team nor use a measure of interface
efficiency to reward improvements from an image indexing project.

An important instance of improvement comes after some experi-
ment (or quasi-experiment) has run its course, and we need to make
a decision.Wemight need to decidewhether to purchase systemAor
B, or whether to update our search engine with some new algorithm,
or whether we need to intervene in some problematic case. In these
situations, the sensitivity of a metric, its ability to detect changes of
a fixed magnitude, is important as well as the criteria above.

Communicating. Fundamental to both value and improvement—
indeed prior to both—a third reason to measure is that measurement
gives us a tool for communication. Concepts like “better search” are
vague to the point of being useless; a well-defined measurement
forces us to agree on what “better” is, how it is manifested, what is
being traded off, and howwe know “better” when we see it. Having
a reliable, agreed, metric lets us debug, develop, and plan with a
common language. For this, a metric needs to be interpretable.

None of these uses and none of these desiderata are unique to large-
scale web search or other commercial applications: we would argue
that small-scale experiments, and academic research, use metrics
for the same reasons. In any case, it is worth remembering that the
metric is not the goal. We do not measure precision because we care
about precision; we care instead about some business goal, or at
least we should. This larger goal might be to reduce cost or time, for
example; to grow market share or revenue; or, more abstractly, to
produce more relevant or more useful results.

An edible analogy. As an analogy, consider a restaurant. A cus-
tomer might indicate they’d like a dessert: the restaurant’s job is
to satisfy this partly-articulated need. The restaurant may offer a
menu, representing what’s available and dessert-like; the customer
can then choose to commit to one of those.

As the food comes out of the kitchen, the chef will be at the “pass”,
looking at the dish to ensure quality. The chefmight check, first, that
it is as described or as ordered—is the chocolate ice-cream actually
chocolatey? The chef might also choose to check that the restau-
rant’s other polices aremet, even if they’re not specified in themenu:
the food is at the right temperature, the plate is the right size, etc.
A careful chef may check things a customer would never notice:
kitchen cleanliness for example, or where ingredients come from.
A careful and somewhat nosy chef could also gather data after the
dish has been served, by seeing whether the whole thing was eaten
or whether it was sent back.

Of course using the right plate, or getting the order correct, is
important and may even be how kitchen staff are judged and paid.
It is not, however, the restaurant’s goal. The restaurant’s goal is to
have a paying customer; hopefully a happy customer; ideally even
a repeat customer, or one who’ll recommend the restaurant to their
friends. There are some aspects of a dish which are easy to check,
and we hope that attending to them leads to happy diners; and we
can measure revisits, and trust they have something to do with the
aspects we measure; but they are not the same thing.

The parallel is clear. The request for a dessert is a query, the menu
a SERP, and committing to a dish is selecting a result from the SERP—
hopefully one which was represented faithfully in the first place.
Ourmetrics are like the chef at the pass: wemight check topicality or
relevance (what was ordered), and we should also check other poli-
cies (quality, timeliness, curatorial decisions). We could also look at
searchers’ behaviours once they have a result. None of these checks
are the goal in themselves. Getting the topic right, or serving timely
information, should correlate with a satisfied searcher; but therewill
always be more to the story. Wemust not confuse the metric with
the goal.

1.2 How tomeasure
How then can wemeasure search effectiveness? Kelly [48] gives a
range of methods, from the “system focus” of TREC ad-hoc to the
“human focus” of studying behaviour in context, via log analysis and
interactive studies amongst other methods. Zangerle and Bauer [97]
similarlydividebetween “offline”, “user study”, and “online”methods.
Zhai meanwhile divides between methods assessing the absolute
utility of a system, via A/B tests or small-scale lab interactive studies,
and assessing relative performance via TREC-style work [98].

This one-dimensional view of metrics hides a number of interest-
ing design choices. Our metrics rely on some sort of performance
signal, and so we offer another classification based on three charac-
teristics of these signals (Table 1):

(1) What signal is offered? Is it implicit—e.g., derived from be-
haviours such as clicks—or an explicit statement about a sys-
tem’s performance, such as from a survey or complaint?

(2) Who is providing the signal: the searcher themselves, or some
third party? (These are the “gold” and “silver” or “bronze”
assessors of Bailey et al. [7].)
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Signal timing
Signal source During use Post-hoc

Implicit Searcher “online”, e.g. clicks e.g. use of result

3rd party — e.g. time to judge

Explicit Searcher e.g. feedback tools e.g. questionnaire

3rd party e.g. think-aloud “offline”, “Cranfield”
Table 1: Examples of techniques for gathering signals of
search performance. In this workwe concentrate on explicit
labels from third-party judges in the offline or “Cranfield”
model, famously described by Cleverdon et al. [18] and
exemplified by TREC [89].

(3) When is the the signal available: at the time the search is
carried out (during use), or some time later (post-hoc)?

These signals are mediated by the interface and instrumentation.
There are several possible combinations of characteristics. Most

of these combinations have been explored, in research or in practice.
Implicit feedback from the searcher, post-hoc, could include ob-

serving how a search result is used; this can be useful for example
in private settings or where we have instrumented tools [51, 86]. Ex-
plicit feedback from the searcher could include the use of feedback
tools on a SERP (during use) or questionnaires after the event (post-
hoc) [52]. Implicit signals from third parties include the time taken to
forma judgement [95]. Lesswell-useddue to the relative expense, but
a source of rich data, are explicit judgements from third parties dur-
ing use: think-aloud lab studies are a useful method of this kind [67].

Each of these combinations can give rich data, but are relatively
expensive and/or sparse, and are hard to reuse. The remaining two
combinations, on the other hand, are very commonly used. “On-
line” methods use implicit feedback, gathered from searches in situ
[49, 54, 60, 97]. This feedback could include signals such as click posi-
tion and rate, dwell time, scrolling, or query reformulation. There is
some evidence that these online signals are valid, in that they seem to
correlatewith expressions of emotion and other feedback [23, 61, 62].

Explicit feedback, collected post-hoc from third parties (i.e. not
from the searcher), is typical of the “Cranfield” or “offline” approach1.
Their relatively low cost and support for fast experimentationmeans
offlinemetrics are heavily used in both industrial and academic prac-
tice, indeed with very similar techniques in our experience. We will
focus on offline metrics in the remainder of this paper.

1.3 Offlinemetrics
Understood this way, measuring with an offline metric requires at
least the following components:

Objects to evaluate. Typically, these are several individual results
(documents) for each of several queries or information needs, sam-
pled from a representative set. Getting these objects involves meth-
ods for sampling representative (or otherwise interesting) queries,
and generating results for these queries in a repeatable way that
replicateswhat a searcherwould experience. This latter requirement

1“Cranfield” evaluations could use feedback from the searcher, and several well-known
collections do in fact do this. In practice, distributed and especially crowd judging has
made this less common than third-party judgements.

constrains howwe sample: for example, samplingweb search results
that include advertisements predicts success better than focusing
on “organic” results alone [84].

A labelling scheme. Some process is needed such that each object
can be labelled for its quality. Note that this includes a set of value
judgements, i.e. somepreconceivednotionofwhat isgood: thismight
be topicality, authority, recency, reading level, or some other desider-
atum. Defining a labelling scheme also means choosing a scale (ordi-
nal, for example, or ratio); and amethod for assigning labelswith that
scale (howmany options or points are offered; whether they are all
named;whetherwe collect absolute or relative labels; and so on) [72].

A process for assigning labels to objects. This involves gathering
data for the sampled queries, documents, and/or query-document
pairs from assessors (in-house, contracted, or crowd). In practical
terms this includes building an instrument for assessors that guides
labelling; as such, it embodies the labelling scheme. At the the same
time, it is a tool used by people and careful design is needed to
minimise misunderstanding and bias. Instruments should ideally in-
clude instruction or guidelines, and (where crowd assessors are used)
should include crowd quality measures as an integral part [2, 70].

A process for metric computation. This is an aggregation: a mech-
anism for converting a series of labels into a summary number. This
could include transformations over labels (e.g., mapping labels to
gains), summarising across labels or across objects, or combining
labels from multiple aspects [32, 50]. The numeric properties of
metrics have been discussed at length [63, 64], as have methods for
aggregating multiple labels from independent assessors [22, 24, 90].

A statistical framework. Finally we need some means to decide
whenametric represents an improvement, orhas changed in some in-
terestingway. Inmost literature this is a simple 𝑡-test over per-query
scores, but alternatives are certainly possible [31, 75].

2 WHATMATTERS INAMEASURE?
There are, it sometimes seems, at least as many IR metrics as there
are IR researchers—there are a great manyways to embody the ideas
above. This means that as IR researchers and practitioners we need
to decide amongst metrics, and to do this we need to decide what
makes a “good” metric [25, 35].2

This has been discussed in the literature, where common qualities
include sensitivity; correlation other establishedmetrics; robustness
to missing data (hence also budget constraints); or correlation with
observed behaviours or self-reports. These qualities are still impor-
tant in an industrial setting, but measuring at scale, repeatedly, and
in a large organisation adds other practical requirements. In Table 2
we summarise some of the main concerns from this perspective:

• Social and legal aspects, not often considered in academic
work on IR measurement;

• Validity or fidelity to what we want to measure;
• Efficiency, particularly importantwhenworking at large scale
or high frequency;

2We need also consider the context of use for the metric: that is, what to do with the
metric once it’s computed, how and to whom to report it, with what timing, and so
on. These issues are important, but are also highly dependent on the setting and are
not canvassed here.
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• Reliability and sensitivity, whether we can read any useful
signal at all;

• Interpretability, also little considered in the literature but of
key importance when using a metric to design or debug a
system;

• Organisational aspects, distinctive to settings where multiple
people or teams are working to improve an agreed metric.

In the sections that followwe expand on each of these dimensions,
emphasising what we have found important in our work as applied
IR researchers and practitioners.

3 SOCIALAND LEGAL
We now turn to what makes a measure most useful, starting with
the social context. It is well understood that search and similar tools
can have substantial social impact [10, 11, 29, 39, 55, 68, 96], but the
impact of metrics and metrics design is not commonly discussed.
Besides legal, regulatory, or policy constraints on some types of
measurement (for example using cookies online3), concerns include
fairness, the privacy and confidentiality of personal data, and ethical
treatment of both searchers and researchers.

In many industrial settings, as well as some research settings, pri-
vacy guarantees drastically limit what metrics can be used. Private
data, such as email or corporate files, is an obvious instance: most
providers will strictly limit access even if doing so denies themselves
access to queries, documents, or metadata. Most offline metrics are
impossible in this situation, as are most self-reports (without careful
vetting to avoid exposing private data), and any process involving
a third party. Evaluation has generally been limited to implicit feed-
back [51, 86], which requires a production-ready system; or public
or synthetic corpora [6, 38], whichmay ormay not resemble the real
queries and documents. “Eyes-off” labelling may be possible with
large language models [16, 85, 101], but this is not yet commonplace.

Ethical concerns extend not just to searchers, but also to re-
searchers and contracted workers. Crowdsourcing, or even much
in-house labelling, involves thirdparties soaddsextra considerations.
Payment rates must be appropriate, as must schedules. Especially in
web search, there is also a real risk of exposing workers to undesir-
able queries or documents—at Bing we have established metrics for
dealing with adult content and possible hate speech, but take care
to recruit and train carefully and separately from other tasks.

4 VALIDITY
For a measurement to be useful, it needs to tell us something about
the world; it must correlate with (or predict) some phenomenon of
interest and generalise to new situations or as-yet unseen examples.
This is validity. We consider three aspects of validity in particular:
construct validity (are we measuring a real thing?), external validity
(can we learn about new things?), and concurrent validity (does this
measure look like others?).

4.1 Construct validity
Construct validity asks: are wemeasuring a real phenomenon? Does
our metric faithfully represent the real construct? Here, our con-
structs are (or should be) the things we really care about: search
3https://commission.europa.eu/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/what-
personal-data_en

quality, or task support, or some other phenomenon. This is often a
hardproblem; ensuringvalidity takeswork [66]. Formany important
goals the objects we care about are difficult to measure, and proxies
are poor. Metrics which are appealing are not always useful.

Harman[36]discusseschoosingametric, andrules for “relevance”,
with regard to a user model or a model of an information-seeking
scenario. She suggests, for example, that for high-recall tasks MAP
is appropriate (or MRRwhere a single document is sought), or that
success at 1 or nDCG are valid choices for web search.

These recommendations are backed by a sense of which mod-
els are useful in which circumstance, but some search literature
supports correlations between our commonmetrics and (slightly)
higher-order phenomena.McDuff et al. [62] workedwith recordings
of search activity and facial expression recognition, and saw a cor-
relation between simple online metrics and facial expressions—for
example, an increase in long-dwell clickswas correlatedwith expres-
sions of happiness, and queries that went on to be reformulatedwere
associated with expressions of anger. Other groups have used ques-
tionnaires to show a correlation between offline metrics and (e.g.)
searcher satisfaction. As one example of this approach, Chen et al.
[13] showmoderatecorrelationbetweenmetrics in theC/W/L/Afam-
ily and final satisfaction on the THUIR1 data set, and use this correla-
tion as ameasure of their newmetrics. Thiswas popularised byChen
et al. [15] but has seenmuch use, with broadly good correlations [e.g.
14, 43, 92, 100]. Along similar lines, Azzopardi et al. [5] and Thomas
et al. [84] saw correlations between offline metrics and online be-
haviours such as query reformulation and time on the SERP, and
again used these correlations to argue for different forms of metrics.

These results should give us some faith in the validity of offline
metrics, but represent only one small step towards predicting proper-
ties such as long-term satisfaction, utility, or revenue. It remains ex-
tremely hard to drawa line fromanofflinemetric, over a collection of
results, to the quality of a whole SERP let alone to anything “higher”.

We also require that a metric not just represent a thing in the
world, but that the thing be something we care about. Experimenta-
tion and machine learning are powerful optimisation tools, as seen
in search systems fromFacebook, Google, Netflix, Spotify and others,
but it is easy to optimise formetricswhich do not alignwith business
goals. In general, where construct validity is less than perfect there
are two risks: that a gain on our proxy metric is actually neutral (or
negative) on the real goal, or that real gains are missed since the
proxy metric is flat or shows a loss.

For example, Netflix tried deep learning in their recommender
systems, optimising towards clicks. This predicted clicks well, but
did not translate to better subscriber retention [33]: the problem
of course is that the connection between the proxy metric and the
business interest is “quite complicated and may even break in cer-
tain ranges” [82]. Spotify have noted a similar phenomena, that
supporting immediate goals (by emphasising relevance) means that
less-diverse music gets suggested. On the other hand, users who
see more diverse music—and learn the catalogue—are more likely
to stay subscribed, and become less passive. Optimising the usual
short-termmetrics would eventually hurt the business [3].

Metrics may also have a more complex relationship with the phe-
nomenon of interest than we first anticipate. As one example, we
have observed that as a search system improves, people will try
harder queries and offline metrics will slip—the metric will fall even

https://commission.europa.eu/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/what-personal-data_en
https://commission.europa.eu/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/what-personal-data_en
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Dimension Description Examples

Social and legal—Should wemeasure this at all? In this way?

The extent to which a metric fits social, ethical, and legal
constraints.

Legal compliance; ethical standards; privacy and confidentiality.

Validity—Are wemeasuring what we thinkwe aremeasuring?

Whether the designed metric is faithful to our measurement
goals: whether it measures what we expect it to measure.

Construct validity; external validity or generalisability; con-
current validity or agreement with existing metrics; inter-rater
reliability.

Efficiency—Canwe afford it?

The cost of collecting data. Judging cost, and time; end-to-end time; unusable labels; overlap;
scalability across languages and geography.

Contribution to other running costs. System development and maintenance cost, and time; technical
expertise to maintain system; reliability; judge complaints;
downstream impacts; difficulty of incremental improvements.

Impact on constrained resources. Need for expert judges.

Reliability, sensitivity—Canwe get a reliable signal?

Ability to reliablydetect changeand toseparate signal fromnoise. Label distribution; statistical power; movements given con-
trolled changes; meaningful gaps between systems.

Interpretability—Dowe understand what themetric says?

Aspects such as simplicity/complexity, intuitiveness, and metric
debuggability.

Debuggability of the systems under test; debuggability of the
metric; complexity of the metric and underlying model(s).

Organisational—What happens whenwe report this metric?

Whether the metric leads to undesirable effects in the organ-
isational setting.

Interactions with other components or measures. Consequences
of treating a metric as a target.

Table 2: Summary ofmetric dimensions surveyed in this paper, and examples of properties ametric might or should have.

as people have more confidence in the system overall. As another,
a change in usage may not signify a change in search quality but
instead a change in some other part of the system (for example, a
UI redesign). In this case, an increase in activity may signify that
something has gone wrong somewhere else.

4.2 External validity
External validity is the extent to which conclusions from our metric
generalise to other, unmeasured, cases. What does one experience
tell us about anyone else’s?

A standard approach is first to ask whether our samples are rep-
resentative of some wider population. A representative sample is
already often difficult, and in direct opposition to other desirable
properties. For example, queries often follow a power-law distribu-
tion [69], so if we sample uniformly from a log then we will tend to
get many examples of a few distinct queries. These popular queries
tend to be for relatively easy navigational tasks, and therefore we
will have little statistical power and little insight into other types
of query. On the other hand, if we stratify or re-weight our sample
then we are no longer measuring a representative workload. Sim-
ilar arguments can be made for sampling searchers, languages, task
types, or most other properties.

Similar sampling problems come from the labelling process itself.
Background, cognitive style, geography, and personality all make a
difference to relevance judgements [46, 47, 78], so a judge pool with-
out realistic variation on any of these dimensions will not represent
all our searchers. At the same time, if we use crowd judges then it
may not be possible to collect reliable demographic data, and with
any source it may not be possible to recruit the right mix of people.

Interactions between search components can also make it hard
to generalise from one scenario to another. If we have two apparent
improvements 𝑎 and 𝑏, which lead to increases in a metric Δ𝑎 and
Δ𝑏 , in general we cannot assume that the combination of improve-
ments will increase the metric by Δ𝑎+Δ𝑏 : interactions between the
improvements could lead to something less than the sumof the parts,
or (rarely) something better or even an overall degradation. As a
trivial example, increasing the font size on a SERP and increasing
the whitespace on a SERPmight each make it easier to use but the
combination—large type and lots of whitespace—might be unusable.
Armstrong et al. [4] demonstrated these interactions with 26 com-
binations of “improvements” in the Indri search engine. Most were
not simply additive, and some degraded overall effectiveness.

With any live system, changes can happen outside of controlled
experiments. There might be new searchers, different query distri-
butions, or new documents; or perhaps searcher behaviours and
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preferences change with the system. This dynamism threatens gen-
eralisation, since conclusions drawn from our measurements at one
time might not hold at any later time. One option is a held-out sam-
ple, isolated as far as possible from day-to-day changes, to act as
a reference; however, by isolating a sample from changes, we lose
validity over time. Harman and Buckley [37] demonstrate one way
to manage this, by running current systems on earlier (frozen) data,
but this is not plausible in cases such as web or enterprise search
where we cannot freeze the entire input corpus.

Another approach, particularlywith onlinemetrics, is a long-term
held-out sample: a group of searchers who are not exposed to any
new features or experiments. Facebook report six-month holdouts
[19], for example, and Pinterest report one year [28]. These holdouts
let themmeasure the impact of a change over time, as searchersmove
from first experimenting with a feature to expecting or ignoring it;
this also helps confirm that leading metrics (such as offline metrics)
do correlate with long-term value.

4.3 Concurrent validity
Finally, we might consider concurrent validity: the extent to which
two metrics, which purport to measure the same thing, do in fact
agree. This criteria is often used in information retrieval: it is com-
mon to argue for a metric by establishing that it correlates well with
another, more established, alternative. For example, bpref and the
induced AP family were explicitly designed to cleave closely to AP
[12, 94]. Other work has used correlation between metrics to group
them, and to draw conclusions about which to use [e.g. 8, 30, 44, 87].

In general, good correlation with some earlier metric is desirable
if that metric shows construct and external validity. For metrics like
bpref and induced AP, which are motivated by cost and data avail-
ability, higher correlations are better, but for most work we argue
instead that only moderate correlation is desirable. A metric which
correlates poorly with some earlier, trusted, metric might simply be
measuring the wrong thing; but a newmetric which correlates very
highly with an established one isn’t measuring anything new.

5 EFFICIENCY
Producing any metric comes at some cost, so the efficiency of the
process itself is a consideration. Salient aspects include up-front cost,
time, and running costs. Retrieval itself, computing metrics, and
statistical tests are normally cheap; the cost of labelling dominates.

5.1 Cost
Themost obvious efficiency parameter is just: what is the dollar cost
to get a measurement, a label, or a comparison?

Labelling has historically been expensive, with expert annotators
involved as early as the Cranfield experiments [18]. The cost of anno-
tatorsmotivates the ongoingpopularity of crowdworkers, providing
labels much more cheaply, although often at the expense of quality
[1, 2, 7, 22]. The recent rise of labelling with large language models
[16, 85, 101] offers further significant savings. Cheaper labelling, of
course, gives better statistical properties for the same budget.

Even with a fixed cost per label, metric choices lead to differ-
ent labelling requirements and therefore different costs. There is
often a tradeoff between cost and sensitivity—more labels increase
sensitivity, but also cost—but the design of a metric also makes a

difference. An example comes from Sakai and Kando [77], who re-
ran TREC evaluations with progressively fewer labels. Most metrics
gave inconsistent conclusions as labels reduced. Those that were
consistent—bpref and modified versions of AP, Q, and nDCG—could
be run for a lower cost while drawing similar conclusions.

5.2 Time
Of course time also matters: both the time to get each label, and the
time to run an experiment end-to-end and to draw a conclusion. This
is important since our usual metrics, on- or off-line, are generally in-
tended as “leading indicators” for slower-moving phenomena: they
are valuable precisely because we can reach conclusions sooner [e.g.
26, 27]. End-to-end time also matters, naturally, if experimenters or
others need data to commit to some decision.

Time per label and end-to-end time often correlate, but need not.
Somemeasurement processes are quick to start and are fast per label,
but have limited capacity: for example, a search expert doing their
own labelling. Other processes are slow to start but can eventually
produce labels rapidly: for example, a crowdmayneed time for initial
training. End-to-end time can also be a property of the objects being
measured, not the measurement process: for example, measuring
rare events will naturally take longer than measuring common ones.

Industrial measurement also demands scalability; that the end-to-
end timebe consistent across larger or differentworkloads.Aprocess
which is fast with thousands of objects may be slowwith hundreds
of thousands (for example due to capacity constraints), or may slow
down over time (for example if staff are depleted). Breakdowns in
a measurement system can also cause backlogs. This can also be
apparent if we want to measure a new aspect, or change direction:
at Bing, latency has been a difficult problemwhen we add languages
or regions, and hence need to recruit and train workers. In our
experience, themore ametric is tied to the particular environment of
its development, the more likely it is to be expensive in the long run.

5.3 Contribution to running costs
In a running system, unlike most research systems, measurement is
ongoing and fits into a larger system of day-to-day work. Running
cost is therefore a further consideration. Costs in this case are not
just financial or time—although these are important—but include
the effort of system development and maintenance; the need for
internal or external expertise, generally in short supply; demand
for computing, storage, or similar resources; reliability and the cost
of downtime; reputational cost if crowd workers cannot complete
the task, or are not compensated well; and the difficulty of changing
and improving the metric itself. Any of these factors can contribute
materially to long-termmetrics efforts.

6 RELIABILITY AND SENSITIVITY
For ametric to be useful, it has to showus differenceswhenever—and
only when—they truly exist. The metric, and associated processes,
needs to reliably detect change and to separate signal from noise
[25, 76].

One reason to measure is to demonstrate value (§1.1). Very often
that reduces to a claim that system𝐴 is better than system𝐵, and that
claim ison thebackof anull hypothesis test.Weshould therefore care
about statistical properties, in particular the power of our test (linked
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to the variability of our metric) and whether we can see meaningful
gaps between systems (or discriminate between systems).

In offline metrics this depends in part on labelling, particularly
the distribution of labels: for example, if we labelmainly easy queries
thenmanywill score 100% and cannot anymore distinguish between
systems. For this reason we have found it useful, in scenarios where
typical searches are simple searches, to stratify our sampling and fo-
cusmore onhard cases. In allmetrics this also depends in part onhow
wemake aggregate scores: for example, ifwe use deepermetrics then
we should bemore sensitive to differences. Finally, it depends in part
on howwe combine scores to make decisions, or the kinds of statisti-
cal processesweuse: some testshavemorepower thanothers [74, 81].

We would also like to know that the metric we produce reflects
as far as possible the quality of the system, not just the system under
a particular circumstance: that is, we want a metric to be stable if
we change the coincidence of queries, documents, or timing. Distin-
guishing interesting from exogenous change is especially difficult
given a corpus, a pool of searchers or judges, and aworkload all shift-
ing at the same time, but some experimental work has demonstrated
the scale of the problem. Craswell et al. [20] bootstrapped data from
MSMARCO, ranking systems by their effectiveness each time, and
saw in some cases large changes as the query sample changed; a dif-
ferent sample can lead to different conclusions. Culpepper et al. [21]
and Bailey et al. [8] report a similar effect due to the happenstance
of query phrasing given a fixed information need.

A common pattern is that the distribution of a metric changes
when we measure under different circumstances, but system order-
ings are much more stable. In this case we still believe we know
which system is best, but can’t conclude anything from the magni-
tude of the metric. Even system ordering can change, however, as
we do things like change judges or change judging guidelines [7, 45],
so caution is advised and reliability cannot be assumed.4

Anunstablemetricmakesdecisionshard.Kohavi et al. [53]discuss
ametric where changes week over weekwere an order of magnitude
larger than changes due to the experimental treatment; it would be
very easy to be misled in such a case. We have seen similar effects
at Bing: for a time wemeasured performance using different queries
each day, so we could catch trends like sports events or happenings
in the news. Unfortunately the day-by-day variance was such that
(while useful for diagnostics) the metric became largely useless for
reporting, and in later work we reduced the turnover.

At aminimum, wewant repeatability if wemeasure the same con-
figuration twice—i.e., if the objects being measured do not change,
neither should the measurement. Even this is not always given:
Thomas et al. [83] reported a case where a metric shifted unexpect-
edly from one day to the next. This was attributed to changes not in
systems, queries, documents, or crowdworkers, but to holidays influ-
encing workers’ schedules and mood. Capturing as much metadata
as possible can help debug these problems as they occur.

4A standard countermeasure is to use at least two sets of data, e.g. a “test”/“train” split. If
the whole data set is infrequently updated, however, there remains a risk of overfitting:
overstating our performance on this particular set, possibly even to the point of making
decisions which would be reversed on another set.

7 INTERPRETABILITY
Ametric is a way tomeasure the quality of a system but also a way
to communicate that quality, potentially to varied audiences includ-
ing engineers, researchers, management, and searchers themselves.
This communication is of course much easier if the metric is easy to
interpret. With a metric which is interpretable—not just valid—we
can identify losses in fine detail; categorise classes of problems; get to
the root cause of problems; understand algorithms, their strengths,
and their weaknesses; and find opportunities to improve both the
search system and the metric itself.

In particular, an interpretable metric allows two kinds of debug-
ging (and improvement). First, we can debug the search system. Given
a poor result, we can use a mental model of that metric to under-
stand where the system has failed, and start analysis or debugging
from that point. Harman [36] similarly highlights a need for “better
metrics and methodology for diagnostics”.

We can also debug the metric, if we’re sure the system is right (or
wrong) and the metric says otherwise. Are the labels wrong?, the
way they’re combined?, something else? Understanding what the
metric should do is obviously useful in this case.

All else equal, this suggests simpler metrics even at the loss of
some validity. For example, adaptive metrics—those where the con-
tribution of one item depends on the contributions of others—are
less debuggable because of this interaction. As an extreme case, a
perfectly relevant document contributes nothing to reciprocal rank if
another relevant document appears earlier: no amount of examining
this one documentwill explain the score.More complexmetrics such
as IFT [5], BPM [99], or session-level metrics [93] similarly make it
harder to debug systems.

Wanting an interpretable metric points to simple maths and sim-
ple models, but also to separation of concerns. At Bing, our internal
debugging tools showlabelsovereachof several aspects, foreachdoc-
ument, rather than a single score. This makes it simpler to (dis)agree
with either the system or the metric, since it is easier to evaluate a
single aspect than to evaluate several at once and do some form of
weighting or combination. This suggests, for example, breaking “rel-
evant” into things that are easier to reason about—perhaps topicality,
recency, authority, or language—and labelling each.5

Any running search system is complex, likely with many teams
working more or less independently on each of many parts. A good
metric, or set of metrics, should therefore help with attribution—
signalling which part of the whole system is performing well (or
badly), or measuring each part for its contribution to the whole. An
appropriate suite of metrics can be useful here, although it is possi-
ble to use a single end-to-end metric alongside techniques such as
ANOVA or grid searches to attribute credit [21]. “Attribution mech-
anisms” have been studied in economics, for example to value the
contribution of multiple ad exposures [9], but to our knowledge no
similar techniques have been tested in IR.

Finally, a goodmetricwill also help generate hypotheses. Tomake
a causal claim (“𝑋 because 𝑌 ”) needs an experiment, designed or
natural. That is, if all we have is a measurement (on anymetric) then

5As a counter-point, we note that judging guidelines at Google describe various aspects
but ask for a single combined score at the end.
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we’re able to say howwell a system performs, but notwhy. As design-
ers and decision-makers, we want to tell causal stories, so a good
metric will let us suggest hypotheses for experimental validation.

An example comes from aweb-based communication tool, where
a keymetric was daily feedback on a Likert-like scale, collected from
users in situ. This metric was consistent for 200 days from its incep-
tion, then showed a sudden and consistent decline. This alone was
not enough to saywhat caused the drop, but the dailymeasurements
plus substantial metadata allowed one of us (Craswell) to quickly
generate and test several hypotheses: perhaps a new feature was
misbehaving, for example (testable by looking at the software ver-
sions reporting), or perhaps the workload had changed (testable
by looking at anonymised interactions), or perhaps day 200 was
itself special due to a bug in the logging code or some other accident
(testable by looking at the volume and characteristics of the logs).
That these hypotheses spring to mind so easily is a useful feature of
the original metric and tools.

8 ORGANISATIONAL EFFECTS
Metrics have social lives, and any sufficiently influential metric will
lead to changes in an organisation. In particular, a valid metric is
an abstraction of something that matters, but once the abstraction
is a target there is an inevitable effect: we will work to maximise
the metric, with little or no attention to the slippery and complex
phenomenon it proxies for. Islam and Greenwood [41] call this “per-
formative capacity”: the ability of metrics “to shape the world in
their image and to bring new social realities into being”.

8.1 Goodhart’s law
A famous cartoon appearing in Krokodil magazine has the foreman
of a Soviet nail factory assigned to produce a certain weight of nails.
The factory produces one enormous nail; when told it’s useless, he
replies “it’s nothing. It’s important that we fulfilled the plan immedi-
ately”6. The joke of course is that if we are rewarded for producing
a certain mass of nails, we will, even if it doesn’t help any real car-
penters. (Another variant has management switch to rewarding the
number of nails—and getting lots of small ones.)

Real-world examples of this phenomena include a bounty on co-
bras in Delhi, which (rather than reduce snakes) saw cobras bred
for income.When the bounty was dropped, breeding snakes were
released, making matters worse [59]. Similar missteps attended pro-
grammes for rats inHanoi in 1903 [88] and, 100 years later, for opium
poppies in Afghanistan [91]; we might also consider payments for
health interventions (not preventative health), or many other so-
called “perverse” incentives.

These can be seen as instances of Goodhart’s law [17, 34], para-
phrased by Hoskin: “when a measure becomes a target, it becomes a
bad measure” [40]. The danger is that our true goal𝑇 is hard to mea-
sure; sowehavea surrogatemetric𝑆 ; andnowif ourdecision-making
targets 𝑆 , then we will see some bad outcomes on𝑇 .

Examples include𝑇= research excellence, 𝑆 = number of papers
published, with the outcome of manyminimum-quality papers; or
𝑇= good education in schools, 𝑆 = standardised test results, and the

6“Это пустяки . . . Мы сразу выполнили план по гвоздям”. We have not been able
to find the issue where this cartoon first appeared.

outcome of teaching to the test. Many further examples suggest
themselves in search:

• Tomaximise revenue, we might insert more advertisements.
• Tomaximise clicks, we might promote clickbait.
• Tomaximise time on page, we might promote unreadably bad
page design.

• Maximising usagemightmean some other part of the product
is broken (leading to search as a last resort), or that search is
so poor that searchers need several attempts.

• To maximisemean utility across results, we might never take
risks—only showing the most obviously relevant documents.

• Tomaximise total utility, however, we make take silly risks
and include anything with any chance of being even slightly
relevant.

• By maximising checkout rate or purchases per session in an
online shop, we could miss chances to grow the number of
shoppers and total revenue.

This is not just a hypothetical concern. By about 2016, YouTube’s
and Facebook’s experimentation and machine learning was so pow-
erful that, aiming at “engagement”, their systems tended to radicalise
and infuriate users:maximising engagement but at considerable cost
[71]. Facebook, and YouTube’s parent company Google, admitted
to this misalignment in mid 2017 but only after considerable public
and regulatory pressure [58, 73].

8.2 Lock-in
Around the year 2010, the part of Microsoft which included Bing
was losing about US$2B per year [80]. With very little market share
and no real revenue, the organisation was measuring search quality
via nDCG [42] using crowd-sourced labels. Teams were committed
to this metric, as far up as board level.7

At times, that would lead to clearly bad decisions. Figure 1 il-
lustrates, with data from the time, the top results for the query
[mahjong]. Human ratings (“HRS”) were preferring theWikipedia
entry to the online game—this accorded with Bing’s guidelines, as
Wikipedia is generally broad and reliable as well as being a well-
known brand.8 Searchers, however, weren’t looking for a trusted
source on the game’s rules or history: click data (“CTR”, clickthrough
rate) hugely favoured the online game.

Examples such as this, where quality labels were misleading even
though they were correct, were relatively easy to come by. With
everyone up to the board invested in nDCG, however, the hard part
was in agreeing to take a loss on the metric that mattered most, and
look at other metrics as well.

This is an example of what Lanier [56] calls lock-in: a successful
design constraining later possibilities, entirely because of its initial
success. Other examples in IR evaluation might include using MAP,
despite other metrics being more appropriate in many scenarios; or
indeed the entire TREC model of third-party judges, pooling, and
small- tomedium-scale query sets. It is nowhard to imagine a system
being accepted as “better” without a 𝑡 test over TREC offline metrics,
even in cases where better options exist.

7We are indebted to Bill Ramsey for this anecdote.
8Kazai et al. [45] reported a similar bias towards Wikipedia and other popular sites,
when labelling with crowd judges.
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Figure 1: Bing results for the query [mahjong], mid July 2011.
A commitment to “HRS” ratings meant a more-popular
site (mahjonged.com) was ranked lower than a less-popular
(Wikipedia).

8.3 Tensions betweenmetrics
One obvious mitigation is to report on, and base decisions on, more
than one metric: for example, by measuring both clicks and aban-
donment we may be able to see when we are maximising clicks at
the expense of relevance. Having multiple targets is harder both for
machine learning and for human decisions, but has the advantage
of forcing us to explicitly consider the tensions and tradeoffs.

Often these are tradeoffs between different teams: for example, a
ranking teammay be maximising clicks (as an indication of relevant
results) while a “rich results” teammay bemaximising abandonment
(as an indication that good information is on the SERP and no clicks
are needed). Similar tensions have surfaced at Bing, where a desire
to maximise revenue has, from time to time, led to more ads and
lower overall quality; at the same time,maximising engagementwith
“organic” results at the expense of ad clicks would send the company
broke. This needs careful management, but in our experience this
is preferable to any monolithic—and uninterpretable—single metric.

9 METRICS PRACTICEANDRESEARCH
Search metrics are tools for communication and decision-making by
humans (and in some contexts bymachines). Thismakes it important
to carefully consider the properties of metrics, and to be deliberate
about metric design and adoption.

9.1 Metrics in practice
The list above is daunting, and it is hard to know howwell a metric
satisfies thesedesiderata. It isuseful tohaveaprocess fornewmetrics,
to check against this list and to understand the trade-offs. It is also
useful to call on “metametrics” to measure the metrics themselves
[25, 35, 57].

There are few examples of metrics development processes in the
literature. Mustafa and Khan [65] have a process (“qMDF”) for de-
veloping measures of software quality; however, we are not aware
of many similar attempts in IR or related fields.

At Bing, we have a process and set of checks for any new offline
metric. It is based on two data sets: a corpus of experiments, and a set
of high-quality “gold” labels. First, over time it is possible to collect a
corpus of treatments—new rankers, UX elements, or other changes—
where we are reasonably sure of the outcome: for example, we may
know that one treatment led to higher revenue, or lower usage. We

expect our metrics to show a corresponding change. Second, we also
use a set of labels from real searches. They are gathered from several
sources: fromemployees in the context of their usual searching, from
contractors who are paid to look through their search history, and
from a “feedback” button on the Bing search results page. This data
is provided at, or close to, the time of the seacher’s actual need; by
the searcher themselves; in the context of a full search session; and
are reviewed by Bing employees. The labels are very reliable, and
can serve as “gold” references [7] to test metrics.

We can now test any newmetric against the desiderata discussed
above. Our checklist includeswhetherwe shouldmeasure at all; how
well the metric correlates with other phenomena of interest or with
existing metrics; whether the metric correctly identifies cases in our
corpus and gold labels; how closely the metric is tied to a particular
sort of sample; how stable the metric is day to day; cost, throughput,
and latency; and how the metric interacts with other metrics, and
with the larger team’s incentives.

We have a choice what is in our test sets, so can use them to ex-
press Bing policy. For example, if we want to be sure our metrics
distinguish spam,we can include spamandnon-spamexamples. This
helps us ensure validitywhere it ismost important. Similarly, we can
emphasise metric sensitivity by including examples of borderline
results, and as metrics improve we add more “hard” cases.

9.2 Recommendations for research
The research literature has long considered problems of reliability
and sensitivity, some forms of validity, and efficiency. In research
settingsmetrics are used to communicate results, but less commonly
to debug or develop systems, and the interpretability of a metric has
not been a prominent concern (we will note, however, a metric that
helps to create hypotheses is likely to be more productive). Other
aspects have received less attention.

Standard collections for offline work, and coverage by review
boards for lab studies or online work, mean questions of social and
legal constraints are not often considered in IR literature. The choices
we make here have social implications nevertheless. For example,
we tune many systems on the same data, meaning we privilege the
small number of people providing topics and assessments; we work
mostly in English; we do not normally report metrics for diversity;
and we choose not to work on certain types of data. There is a large
body of work on metrics for fairness, but little on the fairness of
metrics, and this deserves more consideration.

Questions of metric validity, especially construct validity, are
evergreen in the literature. Increasingly sophisticated simulations,
including the ability of large language models to synthesise queries
or conversations, need increasingly sophisticated tests if we are to
be sure our simulated “searchers” are useful. This will continue to
be key for any metric.

Finally, organisational effects are real even in a small group. It is
worth considering how can we run a workshop, or a shared task,
without locking teams in to one way of measuring progress.
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